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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to examine the computational com-
plexity and algorithmics of enumeration, the task to output all solutions
of a given problem, from the point of view of parameterized complexity.
First we define formally different notions of efficient enumeration in the
context of parameterized complexity. Second we show how different al-
gorithmic paradigms can be used in order to get parameter-efficient enu-
meration algorithms in a number of examples. These paradigms use well-
known principles from the design of parameterized decision as well as enu-
meration techniques, like for instance kernelization and self-reducibility.
The concept of kernelization, in particular, leads to a characterization of
fixed-parameter tractable enumeration problems.
1 Introduction
This paper is concerned with algorithms for and complexity studies of enumera-
tion problems, the task of generating all solutions of a given computational prob-
lem. The area of enumeration algorithms has experienced tremendous growth
over the last decade. Prime applications are query answering in databases and
web search engines, data mining, web mining, bioinformatics and computational
linguistics.
Parameterized complexity theory provides a framework for a refined analysis
of hard algorithmic problems. It measures complexity not only in terms of the in-
put size, but in addition in terms of a parameter. Problem instances that exhibit
structural similarities will have the same or similar parameter(s). Efficiency now
means that for fixed parameter, the problem is solvable with reasonable time
resources. A parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (in FPT) if it
can be solved in polynomial time for each fixed value of the parameter, where
the degree of the polynomial does not depend on the parameter. Much like in the
classical setting, to give evidence that certain algorithmic problems are not in
FPT one shows that they are complete for superclasses of FPT, like the classes
in what is known as the W-hierarchy.
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Our main goal is to initiate a study of enumeration from a parameterized
complexity point of view and in particular to develop parameter-efficient enu-
meration algorithms. Preliminary steps in this direction have been undertaken
by H. Fernau [5]. He considers algorithms that output all solutions of a problem
to a given instance in polynomial time for each fixed value of the parameter,
where, as above, the degree of the polynomial does not depend on the parame-
ter (let us briefly call this fpt-time). We subsume problems that exhibit such an
algorithm in the class Total-FPT. (A similar notion was studied by Damaschke
[4]). Algorithms like these can of course only exists for algorithmic problems that
possess only relatively few solutions for an input instance. We therefore consider
algorithms that exhibit a delay between the output of two different solutions of
fpt-time, and we argue that this is the “right way” to define tractable parame-
terized enumeration. The corresponding complexity class is called Delay-FPT.
We then study the techniques of kernelization (stemming from parameter-
ized complexity) and self-reducibility (well-known in the design of enumeration
algorithms) under the question if they can be used to obtain parameter-efficient
enumeration algorithms. We study these techniques in the context of different
algorithmic problems from the context of propositional satisfiability (and vertex
cover, which can, of course, also be seen as a form of weighted 2-CNF satisfiability
question). We obtain a number of upper and lower bounds on the enumerability
of these problems.
In the next section we introduce parameterized enumeration problems and
suggest four hopefully reasonable complexity classes for their study. In the fol-
lowing two sections we study in turn kernelization and self-reducibility, and
apply them to the problems Vertex-Cover, MaxOnes-SAT and detection of
strong Horn-backdoor sets. We conclude with some open questions about related
algorithmic problems.
2 Complexity Classes for Parameterized Enumeration
Because of the amount of solutions that enumeration algorithms possibly pro-
duce, the size of their output is often much larger (e.g., exponentially larger) than
the size of their input. Therefore, polynomial time complexity is not a suitable
yardstick of efficiency when analyzing their performance. As it is now agreed,
one is more interested in the regularity of these algorithms rather than in their
total running time. For this reason, the efficiency of an enumeration algorithm is
better measured by the delay between two successive outputs, see e.g., [7]. The
same observation holds within the context of parametrized complexity and we
can define parameterized complexity classes for enumeration based on this time
elapsed between two successive outputs. Let us start with the formal definition
of a parameterized enumeration problem.
Definition 1. A parameterized enumeration problem (over a finite alphabet Σ)
is a triple E = (Q, κ, Sol) such that
– Q ⊆ Σ∗,
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– κ is a parameterization of Σ∗, that is κ : Σ∗ → N is a polynomial time
computable function.
– Sol : Σ∗ → P(Σ∗) is a function such that for all x ∈ Σ∗, Sol(x) is a finite
set and Sol(x) 6= ∅ if and only if x ∈ Q.
If E = (Q, κ, Sol) is a parameterized enumeration problem over the alphabet
Σ, then we call strings x ∈ Σ∗ instances of E, the number κ(x) the corresponding
parameter, and Sol(x) the set of solutions of x. As an example we consider the
problem of enumerating all vertex covers with bounded size of a graph.
Problem: All-Vertex-Cover
Input: An undirected graph G and a positive integer k
Parameter: k
Output: The set of all vertex covers of G of size ≤ k
An enumeration algorithm A for the enumeration problem E = (Q, κ, Sol) is
an algorithm, which on the input x of E, outputs exactly the elements of Sol(x)
without duplicates, and which terminates after a finite number of steps on every
input.
At first we need to fix the notion of delay for algorithms.
Definition 2 (Delay). Let E = (Q, κ, Sol) be a parameterized enumeration
problem and A an enumeration algorithm for E. Let x ∈ Q, then we say that the
i-th delay of A is the time between outputting the i-th and (i+1)-st solutions in
Sol(x). Further, we define the 0-th delay as the precalculation time as the time
from the start of the computation to the first output statement. Analogously, the
n-th delay, for n = |Sol(x)|, is the postcalculation time which is the time needed
after the last output statement until A terminates.
We are now ready to define different notions of fixed-parameter tractability for
enumeration problems.
Definition 3. Let E = (Q, κ, Sol) be a parameterized enumeration problem and
A an enumeration algorithm for E.
1. The algorithm A is a Total-FPT algorithm if there exist a computable func-
tion t : N → N and a polynomial p such that for every instance x ∈ Σ∗, A
outputs all solutions of Sol(x) in time at most t(κ(x)) · p(|x|).
2. The algorithm A is a Delay-FPT algorithm if there exist a computable func-
tion t : N→ N and a polynomial p such that for every x ∈ Σ∗, A outputs all
solutions of Sol(x) with delay of at most t(κ(x)) · p(|x|).
Though this will not be in the focus of the present paper, we remark that,
in analogy to the non-parameterized case (see [3,15]), one can easily adopt the
definition for Inc-FPT algorithms whose ith delay is at most t(κ(x)) · p(|x|+ i).
Similarly, one gets the notion of Output-FPT algorithms which is defined by a
runtime of at most t(κ(x)) · p(|x|+ |Sol(x)|).
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Definition 4. The class Total-FPT (resp., Delay-FPT) is the class of all pa-
rameterized enumeration problems that admit a Total-FPT (resp., Delay-FPT)
enumeration algorithm.
Observe that Fernau’s notion of fixed parameter enumerable [5] is equivalent
to our term of Total-FPT. Obviously the existence of a Total-FPT enumeration
algorithm requires that for every instance x the number of solution is bounded
by f(κ(x)) · p(|x|), which is quite restrictive. Nevertheless, Fernau was able to
show that the problemMinimum-Vertex-Cover (where we are only interested
in vertex covers of minimum cardinality) is in Total-FPT, but by the just given
cardinality constraint, All-Vertex-Cover is not in Total-FPT. In the upcom-
ing section we will prove that All-Vertex-Cover is in Delay-FPT; hence we
conclude:
Corollary 5. Total-FPT ( Delay-FPT.
We consider that Delay-FPT should be regarded as the good notion of
tractability for parameterized enumeration complexity.
3 Enumeration by Kernelization
Kernelization is one of the most successful techniques in order to design para-
meter-efficient algorithms, and actually characterizes parameter-tractable prob-
lems. Remember that kernelization consists in a pre-processing, which is a poly-
nomial time many-one reduction of a problem to itself with the additional prop-
erty that the (size of the) image is bounded in terms of the parameter of the
argument (see e.g., [6]).
In the following we propose a definition of an enum-kernelization, which
should be seen as a pre-processing step suitable for an efficient enumeration.
Definition 6. Let (Q, κ, Sol) be a parameterized enumeration problem over Σ.
A polynomial time computable function K : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is an enum-kernelization
of (Q, κ, Sol) if there exist:
1. a computable function h : N→ N such that for all x ∈ Σ∗ we have
(x ∈ Q⇔ K(x) ∈ Q) and |K(x)| ≤ h(κ(x)),
2. a computable function f : Σ∗2 → P(Σ∗), which from a pair (x,w) where
x ∈ Q and w ∈ Sol(K(x)), computes a subset of Sol(x), such that
(a) for all w1, w2 ∈ Sol(K(x)), w1 6= w2 ⇒ f(x,w1) ∩ f(x,w2) = ∅,
(b)
⋃
w∈Sol(K(x))
f(x,w) = Sol(x)
(c) there exists an enumeration algorithm Af , which on input (x,w), where
x ∈ Q and w ∈ Sol(K(x)), enumerates all solutions of f(x,w) with delay
p(|x|) · t(κ(x)), where p is a polynomial and t is a computable function.
If K is an enum-kernelization of (Q, κ, Sol), then for every instance x of Q the
image K(x) is called an enum-kernel of x (under K).
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An enum-kernelization is a reduction K from a parameterized enumeration
problem to itself. As in the decision setting it has the property that the image is
bounded in terms of the parameter argument. For a problem instance x, K(x) is
the kernel of x. Observe that if K is an enum-kernelization of the enumeration
problem (Q, κ, Sol), then it is also a kernelization for the associated decision
problem. In order to fit for enumeration problems, enum-kernelizations have the
additional property that the set of solutions of the original instance x can be
rebuilt from the set of solutions of the image K(x) with Delay-FPT. This can
be seen as a generalization of the notion of full kernel from [4], appearing in the
context of what is called subset minimization problems. A full kernel is a kernel
that contains all minimal solutions, since they represent in a certain way all
solutions. In the context of backdoor sets (see the next section), what is known
as a loss-free kernel [13] is a similar notion. In our definition, an enum-kernel is
a kernel that represents all solutions in the sense that they can be obtained with
FPT delay from the solutions for the kernel.
Vertex cover is a very famous problem whose parameterized complexity has
been extensively studied. It is a standard example when it comes to kernelization.
Let us examine it in the light of the notion of enum-kernelization.
Proposition 7. All-Vertex-Cover has an enum-kernelization.
Proof. Given a graph G = (V,E) and a positive integer k, we are interested
in enumerating all vertex covers of G of size at most k. We prove that the
famous Buss’ kernelization [6, pp. 208ff] provides an enum-kernelization. Let us
remember that Buss’ algorithm consists in applying repeatedly the following
rules until no more reduction can be made:
1. If v is a vertex of degree greater than k, remove v from the graph and decrease
k by one.
2. If v is an isolated vertex, remove it.
The algorithm terminates and the kernel K(G) is the reduced graph (VK , EK)
so obtained if it has less than k2 edges, and the complete graph Kk+1 otherwise.
One verifies that whenever in a certain step of the removing process rule (1) is
applicable to a vertex v, and v is not removed immediately, then rule (1) remains
applicable to v also in any further step, until it is removed. Therefore, whenever
we have a choice during the removal process, our choice does not influence the
finally obtained graph: the kernel is unique.
Suppose that K(G) = (VK , EK). Let VD be the set of vertices (of large
degree) that are removed by the rule (1) and VI the set of vertices (isolated)
that are removed by the rule (2). On the one hand every vertex cover of size
≤ k of G has to contain VD. On the other hand, no vertex from VI is part of a
minimal vertex cover. Thus, all vertex covers of G are obtained in considering
all the vertex covers of K(G), completing them by VD and by some vertices of
VI up to the cardinality k. Therefore, given W a vertex cover of K(G), then we
define f(G,W ) = {W ∪VD ∪V ′ | V ′ ⊆ VI , |V ′| ≤ k−|W |−|VD|}. It is then clear
that for W1 6=W2, W1,W2 ∈ Sol(K(G)), we have that f(G,W1)∩f(G,W2) = ∅.
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From the discussion above we have that
⋃
W∈Sol(K(G)) f(G,W ) is the set of
all ≤ k-vertex covers of G. Finally, given W a vertex cover of K(G), after a
polynomial time pre-processing of G by Buss’s kernelization in order to compute
VD and VI , the enumeration of f(G,W ) comes down to an enumeration of all
subsets of VI of size at most k − |W | − |VD|. Such an enumeration can be done
with polynomial delay by standard algorithms. Therefore, the set f(G,W ) can
be enumerated with polynomial delay and, a fortiori, with Delay-FPT. ⊓⊔
As in the context of decision problems, enum-kernelization actually charac-
terizes the class of enumeration problems having Delay-FPT-algorithm, as shown
in the following theorem.
Theorem 8. For every parameterized enumeration problem (Q, κ, Sol) over Σ,
the following are equivalent:
1. (Q, κ, Sol) is in Delay-FPT
2. For all x ∈ Σ∗ the set Sol(x) is computable and (Q, κ, Sol) has an enum-
kernelization.
Proof. (2)⇒ (1): Let K be an enum-kernelization of (Q, κ, Sol). Given an in-
stance x ∈ Σ∗ the following algorithm enumerates all solution in Sol(x)
with Delay-FPT: compute K(x) in polynomial time, say p′(|x|). Compute
Sol(K(x)), this requires a time g(κ(x)) for some function g since the size of
K(x) is bounded in terms of the parameter argument. Apply successively the
enumeration algorithm Af to the input (x,w) for each w ∈ Sol(K(x)). Since
Af requires a delay p(|x|) · t(κ(x)), the delay of this enumeration algorithm
is bounded from above by (p′(|x|)+p(|x|)) · (g(κ(x))+ t(κ(x))). The correct-
ness of the algorithm follows from the definition of an enum-kernelization
(Item 2.(a) ensures that there is no repetition, Item 2.(b) that all solutions
are output).
(1)⇒ (2): Let A be an enumeration algorithm for (Q, κ, Sol) that requires delay
p(n) · t(k) where p is a polynomial and t some computable function. Without
loss of generality we assume that p(n) ≥ n for all positive integer n. If Q = ∅
or Q = Σ∗ then (Q, κ, Sol) has a trivial kernelization that maps every x ∈ Σ∗
to the empty string ǫ. If Q = ∅ we are done. If Q = Σ∗, then fix wǫ ∈ Sol(ǫ)
and set for all x, f(x,wǫ) = Sol(x) and f(x,w) = ∅ for w ∈ Sol(ǫ) \ {wǫ}.
Otherwise, we fix x0 ∈ Σ∗ \Q, and x1 ∈ Q with w1 ∈ Sol(x1).
The following algorithm A′ computes an enum-kernelization for (Q, κ, Sol):
Given x ∈ Σ∗ with n := |x| and k = κ(x),
1. the algorithm simulates p(n) · p(n) steps of A.
2. If it stops with the answer “no solution”, then set K(x) = x0 (since
x0 /∈ Q, the function f does not need to be defined).
3. If a solution is output within this time, then set K(x) = x1, f(x,w1) =
Sol(x) and f(x,w) = ∅ for all w ∈ Sol(x1) \ {w1}.
4. If it does not output a solution within this time, then it holds n ≤ p(n) ≤
t(k) and then we set K(x) = x, and f(x,w) = {w} for all w ∈ Sol(x).
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Clearly K(x) can thus be computed in time p(n)2, |K(x)| ≤ |x0|+ |x1|+t(k),
(x ∈ Q ⇔ K(x) ∈ Q), and the function f we have obtained satisfies all the
requirements of ??, in particular the enumeration algorithmA can be used to
enumerate f(x,w) when applicable. Therefore K provides indeed an enum-
kernelization for (Q, κ, Sol). ⊓⊔
Corollary 9. All-Vertex-Cover is in Delay-FPT.
Remark 10. Observe that in the proof of ??, the enumeration of the sets of solu-
tions obtained from a solution W of K(G) is enumerable even with polynomial-
delay, we do not need fpt delay. We will show in the full paper that this is
a general property: Enum-kernelization can be equivalently defined as FPT-
preprocessing followed by enumeration with polynomial delay.
4 Enumeration by Self-Reducibility
In this section we would like to exemplify the use of the algorithmic paradigm of
self-reducibility ([16,8,15]), on which various enumeration algorithms are based
in the literature. The self-reducibility property of a problem allows a “search-
reduces-to-decision” algorithm to enumerate the solutions. This technique seems
quite appropriate for satisfiability related problems. We will first investigate the
enumeration of models of a formula having weight at least k, and then turn
to strong HORN-backdoor sets of size k. In the first example the underlying
decision problem can be solved in using kernelization (see [9]), while in the
second it is solved in using the bounded-search-tree technique.
4.1 Enumeration classification for MaxOnes-SAT
The self-reducibility technique was in particular applied in order to enumerate
all satisfying assignments of a generalized CNF-formula [1], thus allowing to
identify classes of formulas which admit efficient enumeration algorithms. In the
context of parameterized complexity a natural problem is MaxOnes-SAT, in
which the question is to decide whether there exists a satisfying assignment of
weight at least k, the integer k being the parameter. We are here interested in
the corresponding enumeration problem, and we will study it for generalized
CNF formulas, namely in Schaefer’s framework. In order to state the problem
we are interested in more formally, we need some notation.
A logical relation of arity k is a relation R ⊆ {0, 1}k. By abuse of notation
we do not make a difference between a relation and its predicate symbol. A
constraint, C, is a formula C = R(x1, . . . , xk), where R is a logical relation of
arity k and the xi’s are (not necessarily distinct) variables. If u and v are two
variables, then C[u/v] denotes the constraint obtained from C in replacing each
occurrence of v by u. An assignment m of truth values to the variables satisfies
the constraint C if
(
m(x1), . . . ,m(xk)
)
∈ R. A constraint language Γ is a finite
set of logical relations. A Γ -formula φ, is a conjunction of constraints using
only logical relations from Γ and is hence a quantifier-free first order formula.
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With Var(φ) we denote the set of variables appearing in φ. A Γ -formula φ is
satisfied by an assignment m : Var(φ) → {0, 1} if m satisfies all constraints in
φ simultaneously (such a satisfying assignment is also called a model of φ). The
weight of a model is given by the number of variables set to true. Assuming a
canonical order on the variables we can regard models as tuples in the obvious
way and we do not distinguish between a formula φ and the logical relation
Rφ it defines, i.e., the relation consisting of all models of φ. In the following
we will consider two particular constraints, namely Imp(x, y) = (x → y) and
T(x) = (x).
We are interested in the following parameterized enumeration problem.
Problem: Enum-MaxOnes-SAT(Γ )
Input: A Γ -formula ϕ and a positive integer k
Parameter: k
Output: All assignments satisfying ϕ of weight ≥ k
The corresponding decision problem, denoted by MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ), i.e.,
the problem to decide if a given formula has a satisfying assignment of a given
weight, has been studied by Kratsch et al. [9]. They completely settle the question
of its parameterized complexity in Schaefer’s framework. To state their result we
need some terminology concerning types of Boolean relations.
Well known already from Schaefer’s original paper [14] are the following
seven classes: We say that a Boolean relation R is a-valid (for a ∈ {0, 1}) if
R(a, . . . , a) = 1. A relation R is Horn (resp., dual Horn) if R can be defined
by a CNF formula which is Horn (resp., dual Horn), i.e., every clause contains
at most one positive (resp., negative) literal. A relation R is bijunctive if R can
be defined by a 2-CNF formula. A relation R is affine if it can be defined by
an affine formula, i.e., conjunctions of XOR-clauses (consisting of an XOR of
some variables plus maybe the constant 1)—such a formula may also be seen as
a system of linear equations over GF[2]. A relation R is complementive if for all
m ∈ R we have also 1⊕m ∈ R.
Kratsch et al. [9] introduce a new restriction of the class of bijunctive relations
as follows. For this they use the notion of frozen implementation, stemming from
[12]. Let ϕ be a formula and x ∈ Var(ϕ), then x is said to be frozen in ϕ if
it is assigned the same truth value in all its models. Further, we say that Γ
freezingly implements a given relation R if there is a Γ -formula ϕ such that
R(x1, . . . xn) ≡ ∃Xϕ, where ϕ uses variables from X ∪ {x1, . . . xn} only, and all
variables in X are frozen in ϕ. For sake of readability, we denote by 〈Γ 〉fr the set
of all relations that can be freezingly implemented by Γ . A relation R is strongly
bijunctive if it is in 〈{(x ∨ y), (x 6= y), (x→ y)}〉fr.
Finally, we say that a constraint language Γ has one of the just defined
properties if every relation in Γ has the property.
Theorem 11. [9, Thm. 7] If Γ is 1-valid, dual-Horn, affine, or strongly bi-
junctive, then MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ) is in FPT. Otherwise MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ) is
W[1]-hard.
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Interestingly we can get a complete classification for enumeration as well.
The fixed-parameter efficient enumeration algorithms are obtained through the
algorithmic paradigm of self-reducibility.
We would like to mention that an analogously defined decision problem
MinOnes-SAT(Γ ) is in FPT (by a bounded search-tree algorithm) and the
enumeration problem has FPT-delay for all constraint langauges Γ . The deci-
sion problem ExactOnes-SAT(Γ ) has been studied by Marx [10] and shown
to be in FPT iff Γ has a property called “weakly separable”. We remark that
it can be shown, again by making use of self-reducibility, that under the same
conditions, the corresponding enumeration algorithm has FPT-delay. This will
be presented in the full paper. In the present submission we concentrate on the,
as we think, more interesting maximization problem, since here, the classifica-
tion of the complexity of the enumeration problem differs from the one for the
decision problem, as we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 12. If Γ is dual-Horn, affine, or strongly bijunctive, then there is a
Delay-FPT algorithm for Enum-MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ). Otherwise such an algo-
rithm does not exist unless W[1] = FPT.
It would be interesting for those cases of Γ that do not admit a Delay-FPT
algorithm to determine an upper bound besides the trivial exponential time
bound to enumerate all solutions. In particular, are there such sets Γ for which
Enum-MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ) is in Output-FPT?
Proof. (of ??) We first propose a canonical algorithm for enumerating all sat-
isfying assignments of weight at least k. The function HasMaxOnes(φ, k) tests if
the formula φ has a model of weight at least k.
Algorithm 2: Enumerate the models of weight at least k
Input: A formula φ with Var(φ) = {x1, . . . , xn}, an integer k
Output: All sat. assignments (given as sets of variables) of φ of weight ≥ k.
1 if HasMaxOnes(φ, k) then Generate(φ, ∅, k, n)
Procedure Generate(φ,M,w, p) :
1 if w = 0 or p = 0 then return M
2 else
3 if HasMaxOnes(φ[xp = 1], w − 1) then
4 Generate(φ[xp = 1],M ∪ {xp}, w − 1, p− 1)
5 if HasMaxOnes(φ[xp = 0], w) then Generate(φ[xp = 0],M,w, p− 1)
algorithm]algo:generate-sat
Observe that if Γ is dual-Horn, affine, or strongly bijunctive, then according
to ?? the procedure HasMaxOnes(φ, k) can be performed in FPT. Moreover es-
sentially if φ is dual-Horn (resp., affine, strongly bijunctive) then so are φ[xp = 0]
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and φ[xp = 1] for any variable xp. Therefore, in all these cases the proposed enu-
meration algorithm has clearly Delay-FPT. Now it remains to deal with the hard
cases. Roughly speaking we will show that in these cases either finding one solu-
tion or finding two solutions is hard, thus excluding the existence of an efficient
enumeration algorithm. Let us consider the problemMaxOnes-SAT∗(Γ ), which
given a formula φ and an integer k consists in deciding whether φ has a nontrivial
(i.e., non-all-1) model of weight at least k. We will show that when Γ is neither
dual-Horn, nor affine, nor strongly bijunctive, then MaxOnes-SAT∗(Γ ) is ei-
ther W[1]-hard or NP-hard for k = 0. This implies that if there is a Delay-FPT
algorithm that enumerates all models of weight at least k of a Γ -formula, then
FPT = W[1] or even, in the second case, P = NP, hence the claim of our theorem
will follow.
We now proceed to proving hardness of MaxOnes-SAT∗(Γ ).
IfMaxOnes-SAT(Γ ) is W[1]-hard, then obviously so isMaxOnes-SAT∗(Γ ).
Therefore, according to ?? it remains to consider the case where Γ is 1-valid but
neither dual-Horn, nor affine, nor strongly bijunctive. In this caseMaxOnes-SAT(Γ )
is trivial, whereas MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ∪ {0}) is hard. We will use the following
fact:
MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ∪ {0}) ≤FPT MaxOnes-SAT
∗(Γ ∪ {Imp}). (1)
The proof of this claim is easy. Given a Γ ∪{0}-formula ϕ over the set of variables
{x1, . . . , xn}, let us consider the Γ ∪ {Imp}-formula defined as ϕ
′ := ϕ[f/0] ∧∧n
i=1 Imp(f, xi) where f is a fresh variable. It is easy to see that there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the models of ϕ and those of ϕ′ that set f to 0,
moreover the only model of ϕ′ that sets f to 1 is the all-1 assignment. Therefore,
ϕ has a model of weight at least k if and only if ϕ′ has one nontrivial model of
weight at least k, thus proving the claim.
Making use of the above defined notion of freezing implementations, we ob-
tain a possibility to get rid of the relation Imp in (??):
If R ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr , then MaxOnes-SAT
∗(R) ≤FPT MaxOnes-SAT
∗(Γ ). (2)
Indeed the frozen implementation gives us a procedure to transform any R-
formula into a satisfiability equivalent Γ -formula with existentially quantified
variables. The fact that the implementation “freezes” the existentially quan-
tified variables makes it possible to remove the quantifiers, while preserving
the information on the weight of the solutions. Thus, in order to prove that
MaxOnes-SAT∗(Γ ) is hard we will have essentially two strategies:
– either we exhibit a relation R ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr such that MaxOnes-SAT
∗(R) is
hard and then we conclude thanks to (??),
– or we prove that Imp ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr and then we conclude thanks to (??) since
MaxOnes-SAT(Γ ∪ {0}) is hard. (In the case Γ is complementive we use a
symmetric version of implication Sym-Imp(x, y, z) = (z = 0 ∧ Imp(x, y)) ∨
(z = 1 ∧ Imp(y, x))).
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The rest of the proof consists in finding relevant implementations in a very
standard way (see e.g., [2]), therefore we here give only a sketch. Suppose for
instance that Γ is not 0-valid (the other cases can be dealt with in a similar
manner). It is easy to show that T ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr. Let us first consider R ∈ Γ a non-
dual-Horn relation of arity m. Consider the constraint C = R(x1, . . . , xm). Since
R is non-dual-Horn there exist m1 and m2 in R such that m1 ∨ m2 /∈ R. For
i, j ∈ {0, 1}, set Vi,j = {x | x ∈ V,m1(x) = i ∧m2(x) = j}. Consider the {R}-
constraint: M(x, y, z, t) = C[x/V0,0, y/V0,1, z/V1,0, t/V1,1]. Now, let R
′ ∈ Γ a
non-affine relation of aritym′. Consider the constraint C = R(x1, . . . , xm′). Since
R′ is non-affine and 1-valid there exist m′1 and m
′
2 in R
′ such that (m′1 ⊕m
′
2 ⊕
(1, . . . , 1) /∈ R. For i, j ∈ {0, 1}, set Vi,j = {x | x ∈ V,m
′
1(x) = i ∧m
′
2(x) = j}.
Consider the {R′}-constraint: M ′(x, y, z, t) = C[x/V0,0, y/V0,1, z/V1,0, t/V1,1].
Finally consider the ternary relation Q defined by Q(x, y, z) = ∃tM(x, y, z, t) ∧
M ′(x, y, z, t)∧T(t). Clearly Q ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr. Moreover, by construction the relation Q
contains the tuples 0011, 0101 and 1111, and does contain neither 0111 (because
of the constraintM), nor 1001 (because ofM ′). There are therefore three tuples
for which we do not know whether they belong toQ or not, and this makes 8 cases
to investigate. It is easy to check that Imp ∈ 〈Q〉fr, and hence Imp ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr, in
all cases except when Q = {001, 010, 111} orQ = {001, 010, 111, 110}. For the six
cases such that Imp ∈ 〈Γ 〉fr we conclude with (??). In the two remaining cases,
it is easy to verify that SAT∗(Q) is NP-hard in using [1] (Q is non Schaefer),
thus we deduce that MaxOnes∗-SAT(Q) is NP-hard for k = 0, and hence we
conclude with (??). ⊓⊔
A more detailed version of his proof will be included in the journal version of
the paper.
4.2 Enumeration of strong HORN-backdoor sets
We consider here the enumeration of strong backdoor sets. Let us introduce
some relevant terminology [18]. Consider a formula φ, a set V of variables of φ,
V ⊆ Var(φ). For a truth assignment τ , φ(τ) denotes the result of removing all
clauses from φ which contain a literal x with τ(x) = 1 and removing literals y
with τ(y) = 0 from the remaining clauses.
The set V is a strong HORN-backdoor set of φ if for all truth assignment
τ : V → {0, 1} we have φ(τ) ∈ HORN. Observe that equivalently V is a strong
HORN-backdoor set of φ if φ|V is HORN, where φ|V denotes the formula
obtained from φ in deleting in φ all occurrences of variables from V .
Now let us consider the following enumeration problem.
Problem: Exact-Strong-BackDoorSet[HORN]
Input: A formula φ in CNF
Parameter: k
Output: The set of all strong HORN-backdoor sets of φ of size
exactly k
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From [11] we know that detection of strong HORN-backdoor sets is in FPT.
In using a variant of bounded-search tree the authors use in their FPT-algorithm,
together with self-reducibility we get an efficient enumeration algorithm for all
strong HORN-backdoor sets of size k.
Theorem 13. Exact-Strong-BackDoorSet[HORN] is in Delay-FPT.
Proof. The procedure GenerateSBDS(φ,B, k, V ) depicted in ?? enumerates all
sets S ⊆ V of size k such that B∪S is a strong HORN-backdoor set for φ, while
the function Exists-SBDS(φ, k, V ) tests if φ has a strong HORN-backdoor set
of size exactly k made of variables from V .
Algorithm 3: Enumerate all strong HORN-backdoor sets of size k
Input: A formula φ, an integer k
Output: All strong HORN-backdoor sets of size k.
1 if Exists-SBDS(φ, k,Var(φ)) then GenerateSBDS(φ, ∅, k,Var(φ))
Procedure GenerateSBDS(φ,B, k, V ) :
1 if k = 0 or V = ∅ then return B
2 else
3 if Exists-SBDS(φ|B∪{min(V )}, k − 1, V \ {min(V )}) then
4 GenerateSBDS(φ,B ∪ {min(V )}, k − 1, V \ {min(V )})
5 if Exists-SBDS(φ|B, k, V \ {min(V )}) then
6 GenerateSBDS(φ,B, k, V \ {min(V )})
Function Exists-SBDS(φ, k, V ) :
1 if k = 0 or V = ∅ then
2 if φ|V ∈ HORN then return true else return false
3 if there is a clause C with two positive literals p1, p2 then
4 if exactly one of p1 and p2 is in V , say p1 ∈ V, p2 /∈ V then
5 if Exists-SBDS(φ|{p1}, k − 1, V \ {p1}) then return true
6 else
7 if p1 ∈ V and p2 ∈ V then
8 if Exists-SBDS(φ|{p1}, k − 1, V \ {p1}) then return true
9 if Exists-SBDS(φ|{p2}, k − 1, V \ {p2}) then return true
10 return false
11 else return true algorithm]algo:generate-hbd
The point that this algorithm is indeed in Delay-FPT relies on the fact
that the function Exists-SBDS depicted in ?? is in FPT. This function is an
adaptation of the one proposed in [11]. There Nishimura et al. use an important
fact holding for non-HORN clauses (i.e., clauses contains at least two positive
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literals): if p1, p2 are two positive literals then either one of them must belong
to any strong backdoor set of the complete formula.
In their algorithm they just go through all clauses for these occurrences.
However for our task, the enumeration of the backdoor sets, it is very impor-
tant to take care of the ordering of variables. The reason for this is the following.
Using the algorithm without changes makes it impossible to enumerate the back-
door sets because wrong sets would be considered: e.g., for some formula φ and
variables x1, . . . , xn let B = {x2, x4, x5} be the only strong backdoor set. Then,
during the enumeration process, one would come to the point where the sets with
x2 have been investigated (our algorithm just enumerates from the smallest vari-
able index to the highest). When we start investigating the sets containing x4,
the procedure would then wrongly say ”yes there is a backdoor set containing
x4” which is not desired in this situation because we finished considering x2 (and
only want to investigate backdoor sets that do not contain x2).
Therefore the algorithm needs to consider only the variables in the set V
where in each recursive call the minimum variable (i.e., the one with smallest
index) is removed from the set V of considered variables. ⊓⊔
5 Conclusion
We made a first step to develop a computational complexity theory for pa-
rameterized enumeration problems by defining a number of, as we hope, useful
complexity classes. We examined two design paradigms for parameterized algo-
rithms from the point of view of enumeration. Thus we obtained a number of
upper bounds and also some lower bounds for important algorithmic problems,
mainly from the area of propositional satisfiability.
As further promising problems we consider the cluster editing problem [4]
and the k-flip-SAT problem [17].
Of course it will be very interesting to examine further algorithmic paradigms
for their suitability to obtain enumeration algorithms. Here, we think of the
technique of bounded search trees and the use of structural graph properties like
treewidth.
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